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Compliance



What is Compliance?



Recent years, news about fraudulent accounting, fake cases and

others spread all over the country.

Also, small and large companies have been growing into large

numbers that’s why funding and internal system are having a hard

time to catch up.

That is why law violation like fraud and illegal money processing are

increasing

In the data bank, compliance violations like business law violation, 

tax evasion, and etc are some examples of “compliance violation 

bankruptcy”

Investigation result

１．In year 2015, compliance violation had 289 cases. It increased to 

30%compared before that year.

２．Bogus accounting has the most cases in this kind of violation. 

Fund outflow and fraud have 67 cases and it increased four times 

compare 

a year before.

３．Main examples are Nisshoku corp. (Osaka, bogus) and Maru corp.

(Tokyo, fund outflow)



What is the meaning 
Of Compliance?



Compliance＝
Obeying the law ＋ doing a business that abides the law

Following the rule is a natural thing.

Business ethics compliance=social standard law, obeying it is a must

Why you should obey the rules when putting up a business fairly.?

Business has been demanded to have social responsibility.

Risk

Even if a business isn’t violating the law, if that business doesn’t have

social responsibility, it won’t gain social credit.

Improving business value

Conversely, if a business is not only obeying the law but also

responds to the demands of the society, it will be trusted a lot by the

stakeholders.

Follows the 

business law

In line with ethics 

and social 

standards

Follows the social 

standard and 

organization law

POINT



Social ethics

In the world of “compliance”, social ethics compliance is included.

Everyone believes that legal compliance and corporate ethics are

obvious (natural) laws that is why social ethic is important.

With high sense of ethics that is considered by the society and fair

contribution, it will be a development in the society.

Think socially on how it will be optimal.

These rules are natural and known by everyone. But even that being

said, there are still people/business that violates it.

To check again, it is important to notice the compliance.

POINT



Effects of Comppliance



〔Mitsubishi , Recall hidden〕

Mitsubishi had a defective plan on one of their trucks. But instead of

reporting about the incident, they blame and passed it on the “user

Side company”. 12 people from Mitsubishi violated the road

Transportationvehicle law and business casualty lethal and

got arrested. 8 people have been prosecuted.

〔Japan Pension Service, Invasion of Personal Information〕

In May, 2015, 1.25 million of personal information have been spilled

because of some data virus. They violated the “internal rules” which

is not putting a password to a file. They checked it on May 8 but they

reported it late 3 weeks after to the minister of health, labor and

welfare.

〔Mazda, Power harassment〕

A man who worked at Mazda suicided. He received a power

harassment from his boss (Kobe prefecture). The boss received a

“penalty payment” worth 64 million yen.

〔Yukijirushi Shokuhin mislabeling of food 〕

They imported fake meat. After the incident has been reported, the

company closed after 2 months.

Became a big news and affected the 

Company’s performance



〔Lose the trust from the customers and clients〕

If a company won’t be trusted or lost the trust of their customers, the

sales will decrease. Especially these recent years, some people will

put the “problems” or “defectives” on the internet and it will spread

quickly on social medias.

〔Corporation〕

The decrease of sales connects to the decrease of stock price. Since

the shareholders trust the company and hold the shares, stable

shareholders will leave the company.

〔Outflow of human resources〕

Compliance violation relates to the company’s constitution and

organization. Workers will resign and leave the company because

they wouldn’t want to work in that kind of system. This will also

affect the hiring of workers.

〔Compensation for damages〕

If Compliance violation occurs, a company will face the compensation 

for damages lawsuit.

〔Administrative disposition〕

Legal violation like Amendment of antimonopoly act and imposing 

surcharges to the individuals are getting tougher.

What will happen specifically



How will it be a  
Compliance Violation



Information management

Every day, a company manage and control customer’s personal

information and all when using mail and internet.

Also, SNS is also a big contribution to communicate. But it is also a

risk because of “information leak”

RISK

Personal information leak, Company’s secret leak, trouble with SNS

mail and insider trading.

Harassment

In a tough business world, we want to have a good atmosphere at

work. Bad human relations affects the work efficiency and

performance.

For a few more years, this might lead to some law violation that will

affect the business.

Sexual harassment, power harassment, moral harassment, academic

harassment

Compliance Risks



Customer service

To increase the sales of the company even just a little, you have to

know how to make a good appeal to your clients.

We understand the feeling of not wanting to share the inconvenient

things of the company, but be careful because it can violate some

bogus and fraud law. Do not forget the “customer protection” act

when in a business.

RISK

Product liability、Production bogus、false quality display、fake 

materials bogus and etc.

Social morale

Even if a worker has done something bad (social rules etc.) on their 

personal lives, it will also affect his/her company. 

Depending on the content, the management system of the company

may be questioned and it will affect the company.

Compliance RISKS ex:

Drunk drive、gambling、drug use、harassment etc.



Have you seen?
Examples of Compliance 

Violation



After understanding all about compliance violence, 

you can look back to your own actions.

example①

During a conversation while drinking, they started to talk bad things

about the company to their friends…

Every employee should always be conscious with these things. You

should not talk about the secret information or confidential things of

your company to other people(family, friends etc) as much as possible.

If it’s from a high-profile company, this can lead to some big troubles.

example②

You work overtime but still can’t finish all the workloads. So you put

Your work (papers, documents) inside your bag with the thought of

doing it on your way home.

You started to continue your paperwork inside the train…

Way back before, it’s okay to do it like that. But on recent years, there

are many cases about information leak of the companies.

Even if you have enough reasons like “not capable to finish all the 

paperwork”, you still must follow the company rule.

Common story

POINT

Common story
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example③

The office supplies that you usually use in the company…

You took it at home and used it.

Everyone knows that taking something from the company is

stealing/theft crime.

Even if it’s just a simple stationery or a cheap thing, it’s still from the

company so you are not allowed to take it.

Be conscious of the things (office supplies etc.) that you use in the

company.

example④

You went to your boss to get a sign but your boss isn’t currently

present. But you saw that his “inkan” (stamp) is on his table so you

used it without permission.

Let’s not forget that a stamp or inkan is not a just “formal seal”. You

use it “after understanding the content” of the paper that you are

going to seal.

If you signed (stamp) something without understanding fully, it can

cause troubles in the future. Of course, the one who used somebody’s

stamp without permission also has responsibility with this.

Common story

POINT

Common story
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example⑤

Saying bad/inappropriate things about your customers or company

anonymously on the internet, social media.

Some of us experienced things like getting scolded by your boss or

customers. It’s okay to have a talk with your co-workers at work to

destress. But putting it on cyber bullying and anonymously

commenting bad stuff on social media are not good. Even if you do it

anonymously, there is a chance that you can be tracked and you

might lose trust from your company.

example⑥

Let’s say that you got extra event tickets from your company. Then

you sold it and kept the money.

When in the business world, at some cases, you will receive different

gifts from your customer as a token of appreciation.

Let’s say you received a lot and you don’t know what to do with the

extra gifts. Then you thought, instead of disposing it, might as well

sell it.

You are not allowed to do this kind of action. You can face

embezzlement with this.

Common story

POINT

Common story
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Things you need to be 
careful at to not be 

involve in compliance 
violation



Two patterns in Compliance Violation

① For your own sake（ex: embezzlement）
→NOT GOOD

② For your company’s sake (ex:fictitious sales）
→NOT GOOD

Why do you violate?

Victim Thinking

→”No one will know”

→”I’m doing this for the company so I guess it’s okay”

But always remember that somehow someone will find the wrong 

doings that you do.

Also, if you get caught, even if you say that you are doing it for the 

company’s sake it’ll still be a violation

Be conscious/aware with compliance

＝protect yourself

After receiving instructions, think of your actions.

It connects to….

Protection of your company, increase of trust


